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Lesson 2 of 5: Length Comparisons

To compare the length of objects.

Tick the shortest.

Tick the longest.

Complete the sentences using 
longer or shorter.

The bus is                 than the car.

The car is                 than the bus.

Tick the longest.

Tick the shortest.

Complete the sentences using 
longer or shorter.

The tractor is                 than 
the train.

The train is                 than 
the tractor.
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To compare the length of objects.

Draw a longer toy.

Complete the sentences using 
longer or shorter.

The motorbike is                 than 
the plane.

The plane is                 than the 
motorbike.

Draw a shorter toy.

Complete the sentences using 
longer or shorter.

The dinosaur is                 than 
the hedgehog.

The hedgehog is                 than 
the dinosaur.
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Complete the sentences using 
longer or shorter.

The blue snake is                 than 
the green snake.

The green snake is                 than 
the blue snake.

Complete the sentences.

 

The yellow train is the                                 
length as the red train.

The red train is the                              
length as the yellow train.
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To compare the length of objects.

Draw a toy that is longer than 
the snake but shorter than the 
train track.

Complete the sentence.

C is                          than B.

Complete the sentences using 
shorter and taller.

The ribbon is                     than the 
skip ball.

The skip ball is                  than 
the ribbon.

Order the toys from longest 
to shortest.

A
A

B
B

C
C
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Complete the sentences.

3 bikes are                       than 2 trains.

2 trains are                       than 3 bikes.

Complete the sentences.

The car racing track is the                                 
length as the train track.

The train track is the                              
length as the racing track.
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To compare the length of objects.

Tick the shortest.

Tick the longest.

Complete the sentences using 
longer or shorter.

The bus is longer than the car.

The car is shorter than the bus.

Tick the longest.

Tick the shortest.

Complete the sentences using 
longer or shorter.

The tractor is shorter than the train.

The train is longer than the tractor.

✓

✓

✓

✓
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To compare the length of objects.

Draw a longer toy.

Children should draw an image 
that is clearly longer the toy car.

Complete the sentences using 
longer or shorter.

The motorbike is shorter than 
the plane.

The plane is longer than the 
motorbike.

Draw a shorter toy.

Children should draw an image 
that is clearly shorter than the 
train track.

Complete the sentences using 
longer or shorter.

The dinosaur is longer than 
the hedgehog.

The hedgehog is shorter than 
the dinosaur.
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Complete the sentences using 
longer or shorter.

The blue snake is shorter than the 
green snake.

The green snake is longer than the 
blue snake.

Complete the sentences.

 

The yellow train is the same length 
as the red train.

The red train is the same length as 
the yellow train.
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To compare the length of objects.

Draw a toy that is longer than 
the snake but shorter than the 
train track.

Complete the sentence.

C is shorter than B.

Complete the sentences using 
shorter and taller.

The ribbon is longer than the 
skip ball.

The skip ball is shorter than 
the ribbon.

Order the toys from longest 
to shortest.

B, A, C

A
A

B
B

C
C

Children should draw an image 
that is clearly longer than the 
snake but shorter than the train.
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Complete the sentences.

3 bikes are shorter than 2 trains.

2 trains are longer than 3 bikes.

Complete the sentences.

The car racing track is the same 
length as the train track.

The train track is the same length 
as the racing track.
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